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Item 1.01.     Entry into a Material Definitive Agreement.

In connection with certain corporate entity rationalization matters, on December 30, 2023, certain subsidiaries of Mirion Technologies, Inc. and Citibank, N.A., as
administrative agent and collateral agent (the “Agent”), entered into a Holdings Assumption Agreement (the “Holdings Assumption Agreement”) and related collateral and
guarantee joinder documents that supplemented and modified that certain Credit Agreement, dated October 20, 2021, by and among Mirion Technologies (HoldingSub2), Ltd.,
a limited liability company incorporated in England and Wales (“HoldingSub2”) (prior to giving effect to the Holdings Assumption Agreement), Mirion Technologies (US
Holdings), Inc., as Parent Borrower, the other borrowers party thereto from time to time (together with the Parent Borrower, the “Borrowers”), the lenders party thereto from
time to time and the Agent (as amended, restated, supplemented or otherwise modified from time to time prior to the effectiveness of the Holdings Assumption Agreement, the
“Existing Credit Agreement”) and certain other related documents.

Pursuant to the terms of the Holdings Assumption Agreement, HoldingSub2 assigned to Mirion IntermediateCo, Inc., a Delaware corporation (“IntermediateCo”), all of its
rights, obligations and liabilities in and under the Existing Credit Agreement, including its obligations to guarantee certain obligations of the Borrowers under the Existing
Credit Agreement and to pledge certain assets. After giving effect to the Holdings Assumption Agreement, HoldingSub2 was released from all of its obligations and liabilities
as “Holdings” under the Existing Credit Agreement and the other credit documents, and IntermediateCo became party as “Holdings” to the Existing Credit Agreement and the
other credit documents to which HoldingSub2 was a party as “Holdings” for all purposes.

Except as modified by the Holdings Assumption Agreement, the other terms of the Existing Credit Agreement are unmodified and remain in full force and effect.

.
Item 2.03.     Creation of a Direct Financial Obligation or an Obligation under an Off-Balance Sheet Arrangement of a Registrant.

The Information set forth in Item 1.01 of this Current Report is incorporated herein by reference.
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